Platelet-type Von Willebrand disease: three decades in the life of a rare bleeding disorder.
Almost thirty years has passed since the description of platelet-type von Willebrand disease. Named initially pseudo-von Willebrand disease, this mild mucocutaneous bleeding disorder has an intrinsic defect in platelets rather than VWF. Due to its unique features and its similarity to the more common type 2B VWD, many investigators were intrigued by its nature, pathophysiology and molecular genetics aspects. The challenges to diagnose this disorder have created debate in literature about the best method of discrimination from type 2B VWD. The recent development of the PT-VWD mouse model carries huge potential for further understanding of the disease as well as the platelet defect and its influence on other biological processes. This review provides a basic as well as updated knowledge about the PT-VWD including history, clinical and laboratory features and treatment in addition to the diagnostic challenges with a focus on molecular genetics aspects and PT-VWD research.